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Effect of Aphanizomenon flos–aquae (AFA) on endogenous mesenchymal stem cell proliferation in African 
adult donkeys
Ochube G E, Hassan A Z, Kudi C A and Fadason S T
Ahmadu Bello University, Nigeria

The aim of this study which lasted sixteen weeks was to study the effect of feeding Aphanizomenon flos-aquae (AFA) (Stem 
enhance®) on stem cell proliferation & hematologic parameters in fractured African adult donkeys. Nine donkeys with clinical 

cases of mid shaft open metacarpal and mid shaft open metatarsal fractures were used for this experiment. Animals were divided 
into groups A and B. Group A comprised 6 donkeys was further divided into A1 and A2. A1 comprised A1a, A1b and A1c while A2 
consists of A2a, A2b and A2c. A1 was the study group fed with stem enhance®, while A2 was the control group that was untreated. 
Group B had three donkeys that were tagged B1 and B2. B1 was made up of B1a and B1b while B2 was the only animal in the group 
of B2. B1 was the study group fed with stem enhance® while B2 was the control that was untreated. Duration of the study was sixteen 
weeks where both study groups were fed 2 capsules of stem enhance® (2.5mg/capsule) each daily for two weeks per month and two 
weeks off (alternately). Both groups were managed clinically while documenting the same post-operative parameters. Hematological 
parameters (PCV, WBC, total protein, hemoglobin concentration, total white blood count), stem cell count, calcium and phosphorus 
assay was carried out for both groups pre- and post-operatively. Data obtained were analyzed and findings showed that stem cell count 
for the group treated with stem enhance® was significant (P<0.05). Values for total protein was lower in favor of group A (P<0.05), 
however P value>0.05 was recorded for PCV, WBC, hemoglobin concentration and total white blood count was not significant. It 
was concluded that stem enhance® is a potent stem cell enhancer and may be of value in reducing healing time of fractures in animals 
thereby facilitating early return of the study group to active physical exercise. From this experiment, the study group was shown to 
have a superior healing time of 13weeks as against the control group that had a healing time of 27 weeks.
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